
Behavior 
Based 
Safety
Track behavioral
observations to identify risk
and potential injuries
 
“[DEKRA] offers a fantastic tool that 
allows us to manage the leading 
indicators of our Behavior Based Safety 
process and to optimize the effectiveness 
of our observations, feedback and 
reinforcement. We also utilize it to “close 
the loop” on our incident investigation 
process. Overall, I have been pleased 
with our results and highly recommend 
[DEKRA] for anyone looking to enhance 
their safety process.”

-Corey Hopkins
Director of Safety



About Us
We are consultants and  
business partners to many of  
the world’s largest chemical,  
oil and gas, transportation,  
utility, pharmaceutical, and 
agriculture companies. Through  
a transformational approach,  
we guide clients in evolving both their 
organizational culture and  
their operational environment, 
enabling them to reduce exposures and 
injuries, save lives, protect assets—
and in the process,  
achieve higher performance. 
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Behavior Based Safety
DEKRA’s Behavior Based Safety 
application has the capacity to alter or 
build observation forms for specific facility 
types, and integrates fully with all other 
Insight Via™ applications.

How we do it

Features
• Identify, analyze and minimize potential accidents in advance

• Application allows you to choose what behaviors to analyze

• Collect and analyze observation data

• Observe barriers that prevent safe working environments

• Automatically create workflow to follow up barrier observed Assign and track        
     corrective actions to remove barriers

• Observations can be reviewed by managers and tracked

• Generates easy-to-understand reports — in a variety of formats —

     based on behaviors, locations and degree of compliance with your

     company’s stated objectives

• Connect behavioral safety observations with root cause analysis to

     evaluate leading vs. lagging indicators

• Observations can be linked back to company policies and training

     requirements

• Translates automatically into multiple languages

• Directly links with our BBS EZ Scan and My Insight Mobile App


